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Abstract. Interpolation techniques play a central role in Astronomy, where one often needs to smooth irregularly
sampled data into a smooth map. In a previous article (2001AA...373..359L, hereafter Paper I), we have considered
a widely used smoothing technique and we have evaluated the expectation value of the smoothed map under a
number of natural hypotheses. Here we proceed further on this analysis and consider the variance of the smoothed
map, represented by a two-point correlation function. We show that two main sources of noise contribute to the
total error budget and we show several interesting properties of these two noise terms. The expressions obtained
are also specialized to the limiting cases of low and high densities of measurements. A number of examples are
used to show in practice some of the results obtained.
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1. Introduction
Raw astronomical data are very often discrete, in the sense
that measurements are performed along a nite number
of directions on the sky. In many cases, the discrete data
are believed to be single measurements of a smooth un-
derlying eld. In such cases, it is desirable to reconstruct
the original eld using interpolation techniques. A typical
example of the general situation just described is given by
weak lensing mass reconstructions in clusters of galaxies.
In this case, thousands of noisy estimates of the tidal eld
of the cluster (shear) can be obtained from the observed
shapes of background galaxies whose images are distorted
by the gravitational eld of the cluster. All these measure-
ments can then be combined to produce a smooth map of
the cluster shear, which in turn is subsequently converted
into a projected density map of the cluster mass distribu-
tion.
One of the most widely used interpolation techniques
in Astronomy is based on a weighted average. More pre-
cisely, a positive weight function, describing the relative
weight of a datum at the position θ + φ on the point θ,
is introduced. The weight function is often chosen to be
of the form w
(jφj, i.e. depends only on the separation
jφj of the two points considered. Normally, w is also a de-
creasing function of jφj in order to ensure that the largest
contributions to the interpolated value at θ comes from
nearby measurements. Then, the data are averaged using
a weighted mean with the weights given by the function
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w. More precisely, calling f^n the n-th datum obtained at
the position θn, the smooth map is dened as
~f(θ) 
PN
n=1 f^nw(θ − θn)PN
n=1 w(θ − θn)
, (1)
where N is the total number of objects. In a previous pa-
per (2001AA...373..359L, hereafter Paper I) we have eval-
uated the expectation value for this expression under the
following hypothesis:
– The measured values ff^ng are independent random
variables with expectation value〈
f^n

= f(θn) . (2)
In other words, the ff^ng are unbiased measurements
of a eld f(θ).
– The positions fθng are independent random variables
with uniform distribution and density ρ. In Paper I
we initially considered a xed number N of positions
inside a eld Ω of nite area A; then, we took the
continuous limit letting N go to innity with ρ =
N/A constant. Equivalently, we considered N to be
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In Paper I we have shown that
〈 ~f(θ) = Z f(θ0)we(θ − θ0) d2θ0 . (5)
Thus,
〈 ~f is the convolution of the unknown eld f with
an effective weight we which, in general, diers from the
weight function w. We also have shown that we has a
\similar" shape as w and converges to w when the object
density ρ is large; however for nite ρ, we is broader than
w.
Here we proceed further with the statistical analysis by
obtaining an expression for the two-point correlation func-
tion (covariance) of this estimator. More precisely, given
two points θA and θB, we will consider the two-point cor-
relation function of ~f , dened as
Cov( ~f ;θA,θB) 
〈 ~f(θA) ~f(θB)− 〈 ~f(θA)〈 ~f(θB) (6)
In our calculations, similarly to Paper I, we will assume
that f^n are unbiased and mutually independent estimates
of f(θn) [cf. Eq. (2)]. We will also assume that the ff^ng





= σ2δnm . (7)
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we derive
the general expression for the covariance of the interpo-
lating techniques and we show that two main noise terms
contribute to the total error. These results are then gener-
alized in Sect. 3 to include the case of weight functions that
are not strictly positive. A useful expansion at high den-
sities ρ of the covariance is obtained in Sect. 4. Section 5
is devoted to the study of several interesting properties of
the expressions obtained in the paper. Finally, in Sect. 6
we consider three simple weight functions and derive (an-
alytically or numerically) the covariance for these cases.
Three appendixes on more technical topics complete the
paper.
2. Evaluation of the covariance
2.1. Preliminaries
Before starting the analysis, let us introduce a simpler no-
tation. In the following we will often drop the arguments
θA and θB in Cov( ~f ;θA,θB) and other related quanti-
ties. Note, in fact, that the problem is completely dened
with the introduction of the two \shifted" weight func-
tions wA(θ)  w(θA − θ) and wB(θ)  w(θB − θ). We
also call ~fA  ~f(θA) and ~fB  ~f(θB) the values of ~f at






Hence, Eq. (6) can be rewritten in this notation as
Cov( ~f) =
〈 ~fA ~fB− 〈 ~fA〈 ~fB . (9)
Note that, using this notation, we are not taking advan-
tage of the invariance upon translation of w(θ) in Eq. (1);
in other words, we are not using the fact that wA and
wB are basically the same function shifted by θA − θB.
Actually, all calculations can be carried out without using
this property; however, we will explicitly point out sim-
plications that can be made using the invariance upon
translation.
We would also like to spend a few words about av-
erages. Note that, as anticipated in Sect. 1, we need to
carry out two averages, one with respect to ff^ng [Eqs. (2)
and (7)], and one with respect to fθng [Eqs. (3) and (4)].
Taking fθng to be random variables is often reasonable
because in Astronomy one has not a direct control over
the positions where observations are made (think for ex-
ample of weak lensing, where the data are represented by
galaxy ellipticities); it has also the advantage of letting
us to obtain general results, independent of any particu-
lar conguration of positions. Note, however, that taking
fθng to be independent variables is a strong simplication
which might produce inaccurate results in some context
(?, see, e.g.,)]LPM. Finally, since the number of observa-
tions N is itself a random variable, we need to perform
rst the average on ff^ng and then the one on fθmg.
In closing this section, we observe that in this paper,
similarly to Paper I, we will almost always consider the
smoothing problem on the plane, i.e. we will assume that
the positions fθng are vectors of R2. We proceed this way
because in Astronomy the smoothing process often takes
places on small regions of the celestial sphere, and thus
on sets that can be well approximated with subsets of the
plane. However, we stress that all the results stated here
can be easily applied to smoothing processes that takes
places on dierent sets, such as the real axis R or the
space R3.
2.2. Analytical solution
Let us now focus on the rst term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (9).
We have






















Note that the average in the r.h.s. of this equation is only
with respect to ff^ng. Expanding the numerator in the in-
tegrand of this equation, we obtain N2 terms, N of which
have n = m and N(N − 1) have n 6= m. We can then
rewrite Eq. (10) above as
〈 ~fA ~fB = T1 + T2 , (11)














































Despite the apparent dierences, these two terms can
be simplied in a similar manner. Let us consider rst




2. Since the positions fθng appear as \dummy






















In order to simplify this equation, we use a technique sim-
ilar to the one adopted in Paper I. More precisely, we
split the two sums in the denominator of the integrand












 C(wA(θ1), wB(θ1) , (15)
where C(wA, wB) is a corrective factor given by



















The additional factor ρ = N/A has been introduced to
simplify some of the following equations. Note that in the
denition of C wA and wB are formally taken to be two
real variables (instead of two real functions of argument
θ1).
The denition of C above suggests to dene two new




wX(θn) , with X = fA, Bg . (17)
Note that the sum runs from n = 2 to n = N . If we
could evaluate the combined probability distribution func-
tion py(yA, yB) for yA and yB, we would have solved our
problem: In fact we could use this probability to write
C(wA, wB) as follows








(wA + yA)(wB + yB)
.
(18)
To obtain the probability distribution py(yA, yB), we need
to use the combined probability distribution pw(wA, wB)
for wA and wB. This distribution is implicitly dened by
saying that the probability that wA(θ) be in the range
[wA, wA+dwA] and wB(θ) be in the range [wB , wB +dwB ]



























d2θNδ(yA − wA2 −    − wAN )
 δ(yB − wB2 −    − wBN ) , (20)
where for simplicity we have called wXn = wX(θn).
Note that inserting this equation into Eq. (18) we re-
cover Eq. (16), as expected. Actually, for our purposes it
is more useful to consider yX to be the sum of N random





, made of the two weight functions
at the various positions, as a set of N independent two-
dimensional random variables (wA, wB) with probability
distribution pw(wA, wB). [Hence, similarly to Eq. (16),
we consider the weight functions wX to be real variables
instead of real functions; the independence of the posi-
tions θn then implies the independence of the couples















dwBN pw(wAN , wBN )
 δ(yA − wA2 −    − wAN )δ(yB −    − wBN ) .
(21)
It is well known in Statistics that the sum of independent
random variables with the same probability distribution
can be better studied using Markov’s method (see, e.g.,
1989QB461.C47......; see also 1987PhRvL..59.2814D for an
application to microlensing studies). This method is based
on the use of Fourier transforms for the probability distri-
butions pw and py. However, since we are dealing with non
negative quantities (we recall that we assumed w(θ)  0),
we can replace the Fourier transform with Laplace trans-
form which turns out to be more appropriate in for our
problem (see Appendix C for a summary of the properties
of Laplace transforms). Hence, we dene W (sA, sB) and
Y (sA, sB) to be the Laplace transforms of pw(wA, wB) and
py(wA, wB), respectively. Note that, since both functions
pw and py have two arguments, we need two arguments
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for the Laplace transforms as well:


















We use now in these expressions the Eq. (19) for pw and
Eq. (21) for py, thus obtaining





e−sAwA(θ)−sBwB(θ) d2θ , (24)
























Hence, py can in principle be obtained from the following
scheme. First, we evaluate W (sA, sB) using Eq. (24), then
we calculate Y (sA, sB) from Eq. (25), and nally we back-
transform this function to obtain py(yA, yB).
Actually, another, more convenient, technique is vi-
able. Following the path of Paper I, we now take the \con-
tinuous limit" and treat N as a random variable. As ex-
plained in Sect. 1, we can take this limit using two equiv-
alent approaches:
– We keep the area A xed and consider N to be a
random variable with Poisson distribution given by
Eq. (3). We then average over all possible congura-
tions obtained.
– We take the limit N !1 taking the density ρ = N/A
xed.
We will follow here the second strategy. In the limit A !
1 the quantity W (sA, sB) goes to unity and thus is not








W (sA, sB)− 1

. (26)
This denition is sensible because, this way, Q remains -
nite for A !1. In the continuous limit, Eq. (25) becomes









In order to evaluate C(wA, wB), we rewrite its denition
(18) as










where xX  yX + wX and
ζw(xA, xB)  H(xA − wA)H(xB − wB)py(xA − wA, xB − wB) .
(29)




0 if x < 0 ,
1 otherwise.
(30)
Note that ζw is basically a \shifted" version of py. Looking
back at Eq. (28), we can interpret the integration present
in this equation as a very particular case of Laplace trans-
form with vanishing argument. In other words, we can
write
C(wA, wB) = ρ2L[ζw/xAxB ](0, 0) . (31)
Thus our problem is solved if we can obtain the Laplace
transform of ζw/xAxB evaluated at sA = sB = 0. From
the properties of Laplace transform [cf. Eq. (C.7)] we nd












where Zw is the Laplace transform of ζw:
Zw(sA, sB)  L[ζw](sA, sB) = e−sAwA−sBwBY (sA, sB) .
(33)
Combining together Eqs. (31), (32), and (33) we nally
obtain






dsB e−sAwA−sBwBY (sA, sB)
= ρ2L[Y ](wA, wB) . (34)






e−sAwA(θ)−sBwB(θ) − 1d2θ . (35)











dsB e−sAwA−sBwBY (sA, sB)











 C(wA(θ), wB(θ) . (38)
These equations solve completely the rst part of our
problem, the determination of T1.
Let us now consider the second term of Eq. (11),
namely T2 [see Eq. (13)]. We rst evaluate the average
in ff^ng that appears in the numerator of the integrand
of Eq. (13), obtaining hf^nf^mi = f(θn)f(θm) [cf. Eq. (7)
with n 6= m]. Then we relabel the \dummy" variables
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We now split, in the two sums in the denominator, the
terms wA(θ1) + wA(θ2) and wB(θ1) + wB(θ2) and dene




wX(θn) , with X = fA, Bg . (40)
Again, if we know the combined probability distribution
pz(zA, zB) of zA and zB our problem is solved, since we


















wA(θ1) + wA(θ2) + zA
 1
wA(θ1) + wB(θ2) + zB
.
(41)
Actually, in the continuous limit, zX is indistinguishable
from yX (zX diers from yX only on the fact that it is
the sum of N − 2 \weights" instead of N − 1; however, N
goes to innity in the continuous limit and thus yX and









 C(wA(θ1) + wA(θ2), wB(θ1) + wB(θ2) , (42)
where C is still given by Eq. (37).
Finally, in order to evaluate Cov( ~f), we still need the
simple averages
〈 ~fA and 〈 ~fB. These can be obtained
directly using the technique described in Paper I, where























We recall that in Paper I we called the combina-





Alternatively, the correcting factors CX(wX) can also be















We now have at our disposal the complete set of equations
that can be used to determine the covariance of ~f .
In closing this subsection we makes a few comments
on the translation invariance for wX (see Sect. 2.1). Since
wA(θ) and wB(θ) are basically the same function with a
shift, the two functions QA and QB are the same, so that
CA coincides with CB. Not surprisingly, the two eective
weights weA and weB dier also only by a shift.
2.3. Noise contributions
A simple preliminary analysis of the Eqs. (38) and (42)
allows us to recognize two main sources of noise. In fact,
a term in Eq. (38) is proportional to σ2, and is clearly











Other factors entering Cov( ~f) can be interpreted as
Poisson noise. Hence, we call TP1  T1 − Tσ, TP2  T2,
and TP3 
〈 ~fA〈 ~fB, so that the total Poisson noise is
TP  TP1 + TP2 − TP3.
The noise term Tσ is quite intuitive and does not re-
quire a long explanation. We note here only that this term
is independent of the eld f(θ) because we assumed mea-
surements f^n with xed variance σ2 [see Eq. (7)].
The Poisson noise TP can be better understood with a
simple example. Suppose that f(θ) is not constant and let
us focus on a point where this function has a strong gradi-
ent. Then, when measuring ~f in this point, we could obtain
an excess of signal because of an overdensity of objects in
the region where f(θ) is large; the opposite happens if we
have an overdensity of objects in the region where f(θ) is
small. This noise source, called Poisson noise, vanishes if
the function f(θ) is flat.
In the rest of this paper we will study the properties
of the two-point correlation function. Before proceeding,
however, we need to consider an important generaliza-
tion of the results obtained here to the case of vanishing
weights.
3. Vanishing weights
So far we have implicitly assumed that both wA and wB
are always positive. In some cases, however, it might be
interesting to consider vanishing weight functions (for ex-
ample, functions with nite support). We need then to
modify accordingly our equations.
When using vanishing weights, we might encounters
situations where the denominator of Eq. (1) vanishes. In
this case, clearly, the estimator ~f cannot be even dened,
and any further statistical analysis is meaningless. This
problem was already encountered in Paper I, where we
used the following prescription. If we are using a nite-
eld weight function, we mark as \bad congurations" for
the point θ the sets fθng for which ~f(θ) is not dened.
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Then, in taking the ensemble average for ~f(θ), we explic-




. The same pre-
scription will be also adopted to evaluate the covariance of
our estimator. Hence, when performing the ensemble aver-
age to estimate the covariance Cov( ~f ;θA,θB), we explic-
itly exclude congurations where either ~fA or ~fB cannot
be evaluated. This is implemented with a slight change
in the denition of py, which in turn implies a change in
Eq. (36) for Y . A rigorous generalization of the relevant
equations can now be carried out without signicant dif-
culties. However, the equations obtained are quite cum-
bersome and present some technical peculiarities. Hence,
we prefer to postpone a complete discussion of vanishing
weights until Appendix A; we report here only the main
results.
As mentioned above, the basic problem of having van-
ishing weights is that in some cases the estimator is not
dened. Hence, it is convenient to dene three probabil-
ities, namely PA and PB, the probabilities, respectively,
that ~fA and ~fB are not dened, and PAB , the probability
that both quantities are not dened. Note that, because of
the invariance upon translation for w, we have PA = PB .
These probabilities can be estimated without diculties.
In fact, the quantity ~fX is not dened if and only if there
is no object inside the support of wX . Since the number
of points inside the support of wX follows a Poissonian
probability, we have PX = exp(−ρpiX), where piX is the
area of the support of wX . Similarly, calling piA\B the area
of the intersection of the supports of wA and wB , we nd
PAB = exp(−ρpiA\B). Using Eqs. (35) and (36) we can
also verify the following relations
PAB = limsA!1
sB!1




Y (sA, sB) , (51)
PB = limsB!1
sB!0+




Y (sA, sB) . (53)
Appendix A claries better the relationship between the
limiting values of Y and the probabilities dened above.
In the following we will use a simplied notation for lim-
its, and we will write something like PA = Y (0+,1) for
Eq. (51).
The only signicant modication to the equations ob-
tained above for vanishing weights is an overall factor in
Eq. (37), which now becomes
C(wA, wB) =
ρ2
1− PA − PB + PAB L[Y ](wA, wB) . (54)
The factor 1/(1 − PA − PB + PAB) is basically a renor-
malization; more precisely, it is introduced to take into
account the fact that we are discarding cases where either
~fA or ~fB are not dened. Note, in fact, that in agreement
with the inclusion-exclusion principle, (1−PA−PB+PAB)
is the probability that the both ~fA and ~fB are dened.
Since the combination (1−PA−PB +PAB) enters several
equations, we dene
ν  1
1− PA − PB + PAB . (55)
Equation (54) is the most important correction to
take into account for vanishing weights. Actually, there
are also a number of peculiarities to consider when deal-
ing with the probability py and its Laplace transform
Y . Fortunately, however, these peculiarities have no sig-
nicant consequence for our purpose and thus we can
still safely use Eqs. (35) and (36). Again, we refer to
Appendix A for a complete explanation.
4. Moments expansion
In most applications, the density of objects is rather
large. Hence, it is interesting to obtain an expansion for
C(wA, wB) valid at high densities.
In Paper I we already obtained an expansion for













In this equation, Sij are the moments of the functions











Clearly, in Eq. (56) enter only the moments Si0, since
the form of wB is not relevant for CA(wA). Similarly, the
expression for CB(wB) contains only the moments S0j .
Note that for weight functions invariant upon translation
we have Sij = Sji.
A similar expansion can be obtained for C(wA, wB).
Calculations are basically a generalization of what was
done in Paper I for C(w) and can be found in Appendix B.
Here we report only the nal result obtained:
C(wA, wB) ’ ρ
2
(ρ + wA)(ρ + wB)
+
ρ3S20
(ρ + wA)3(ρ + wB)
+
ρ3S11
(ρ + wA)2(ρ + wB)2
+
ρ3S02
(ρ + wA)(ρ + wB)3
.
(58)
Figure 1 shows the results of applying this expansion to a
Gaussian weight. For clarity, we have considered in this g-
ure (and in others shown below) a 1-dimensional smooth-
ing instead of the 2-dimensional case discussed in the text,
and we have used x as spatial variable instead of θ. The
gure refers to two identical Gaussian weight functions
with vanishing average and unit variance. A comparison
of this gure with Fig. 2 of Paper I shows that the conver-
gence here is much slower. Nevertheless, Eq. (58) will be
very useful to investigate some important limiting cases
in the next section.




























Fig. 1. The moment expansion of C(wA, wB) for 1-dimensional
Gaussian weight functions wA(x) = wB(x) centered on 0 and
with unit variance. The plot shows the various order approxi-
mations obtained using the method described in Sect. 4 (equa-
tions for the orders n = 3 and n = 4 are not explicitly reported
in the text; see however Table B.1 in Appendix B). The density
used is ρ = 1.
5. Properties
In this section we will study in detail the two noise terms
Tσ and TP introduced in Sect. 2.3, showing their properties
in several limiting cases.
5.1. Normalization
A simple normalization property for C(wA, wB) can be
derived, similarly to what we have already done for the
average of ~f in Paper I. Suppose that f(θ) = 1 and that
no errors are present on the measurements, so that σ2 = 0.
In this case we will always measure ~f(θ) = 1 [see Eq. (1)],
so that
〈 ~fA = 〈 ~fB = 1, 〈 ~fA ~fB = 1, and no error is
expected on ~f . This result can be also recovered using the
analytical expressions obtained so far. Let us rst consider
the simpler case of non-vanishing weights.
Using Eq. (37) and (38), we can write the term TP1 in











d2θ wA(θ)wB(θ)e−sAwA(θ)−sBwB(θ) . (59)
The second line in the r.h.s. of this equation can be rewrit-

































































We now observe that the last term in Eq. (62) is identical
to what we founded in Eq. (60). Hence, the sum TP1 +TP2
is















= Y (1,1)− Y (1, 0+)− Y (0+,1) + Y (0+, 0+) = 1 .
(63)
The last equation holds because, for non-vanishing
weights, Y (0+, 0+) = 1 and all other terms vanishes [cf.
Eqs. (50{53)]. Hence, as expected,
〈 ~fA ~fB = TP1 +TP2 =
1 =
〈 ~fA〈 ~fB.
In case of vanishing weights, we can still use Eqs. (60)
and (62) with an additional factor ν [due to the extra
factor in Eq. (54)]. The last step in Eq. (63) thus now
becomes
TP1 + TP2 = ν

Y (1,1)− Y (1, 0+)
− Y (0+,1) + Y (0+, 0+) = 1 . (64)
The last equality holds since now Y does not vanishes for
large (sA, sB) [see again Eqs. (50{53)].
5.2. Scaling
Similarly to what was already shown in Paper I, for all ex-
pressions encountered so far some scaling invariance prop-
erties hold.
First, we note that, although we have assumed that the
weight functions wA and wB are normalized to unity, all
results are clearly independent of their actual normaliza-
tion. Hence, a trivial scaling property holds: All results
(and in particular the nal expression for Cov( ~f)) are
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left unchanged by the transformation w(θ) 7! kw(θ) or,
equivalently,
wA(θ) 7! kwA(θ) , wB(θ) 7! kwB(θ) . (65)
A more interesting scaling property is the following.
Consider the transformation
w(θ) 7! k2w(kθ) , (66)
where the factor k2 ensures that the transformed weight
has the correct normalization (the exponent 2 in k2 must
be changed according to the dimension of the θ vector
space). If we apply this transformation, then the expres-
sion for Cov( ~f) is transformed according to
Cov( ~f ;θA,θB) 7! Cov( ~f ; kθA, kθB) . (67)
This invariance suggests that the shape of Cov( ~f) is con-
trolled by the expected number of objects for which the
two weight functions are signicantly dierent from zero.
Hence, similarly to what done in Paper I, we dene the








S−120 if X = A ,
S−102 if X = B .
(68)
For weight functions invariant upon translation we have
AA = AB. We call NX  ρAX the weight number of
objects (again, NA = NB because of the invariance upon
translation). Note that this quantity is left unchanged by
the scaling (66). Similar denitions hold for the effective





number of objects NeX  ρAeX .
5.3. Behavior of C
In order to better understand the properties of C, it is
useful to briefly consider its behavior as a function of the
weights wA and wB .
We observe that, since Y (sA, sB) > 0 for every
(sA, sB) [see Eq. (36)], C(wA, wB) decreases if either wA or
wB increase. In order to study the behavior of the quan-
tity wAwBC(wA, wB) that enters the noise term T1, we
consider the quantity wAC(wA, wB):

















This equation can be shown by integrating by parts the in-
tegral over sA. The partial derivative required in Eq. (69)






eρQ(sA,sB)  0 . (70)
Since this derivative is negative, we can deduce that the
integral over sA in Eq. (69) increases with wA, and thus
















Fig. 2. The function C(wA, wB) is monotonically decreas-
ing with wA and wB , while wAwBC(wA, wB) (scaled in
this plot) is monotonically increasing. The parameters used
for this gure are the same as Fig. 1. Note that, since
PA = PB = 0, we have limwA→0+ wAwBC(wA, wB) =
limwB→0+ wAwBC(wA, wB) = 0 in agreement with Eqs. (72)
and (73); moreover wAwBC(wA, wB) < ρ
2 = 1 as expected
from Eq. (74).
it can be shown that wBC(wA, wB) increases as wB in-
creases. In summary, the quantity wAwBC(wA, wB) be-
haves as wAwB , in the sense that its partial derivatives
have the same sign as the partial derivatives of wAwB
(see Fig. 2). Also, since C(wA, wB) decreases if either wA
or wB increase, we can deduce that wAwBC(wA, wB) is










shares the same support as
wA(θ)wB(θ). It is also interesting to study the limits of
wAwBC(wA, wB) at high and low values for wA and wB .
From the properties of Laplace transform [see Eqs. (C.10)




wAwBC(wA, wB) = νρ2 limsA!1
sB!1
Y (sA, sB) = νρ2PAB ,
(71)
where Eq. (50) has been used in the second equality.
Hence, the quantity wAwBC(wA, wB) goes to zero only
if PAB = 0. In other cases, we expect a discontinuity at




wAwBC(wA, wB) = νρ2 lim
sA!0+
sB!1





wAwBC(wA, wB) = νρ2 limsA!1
sB!0+





wAwBC(wA, wB) = νρ2 lim
sA!0+
sB!0+
Y (sA, sB) = νρ2 .
(74)
Since wAwBC(wA, wB) increases with both wA and wB ,
the last equation above puts a superior limit for this quan-
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tity:
wAwBC(wA, wB)  νρ2 . (75)
5.4. Distant regions
Suppose that the two points θA and θB are far away from
each other, so that wA(θ)wB(θ) is very close to zero ev-
erywhere. In this situation we can greatly simplify our
equations.
If θA is far away from θB, then wA(θ) and wB(θ) are
never signicantly dierent from zero at the same position
θ. In this case, the integral in the denition of Q(sA, sB)
[see Eq. (35)] can be split into two integrals that corre-
sponds to QA and QB [Eq. (43)]:
Q(sA, sB) ’ QA(sA) + QB(sB) , (76)
Y (sA, sB) ’ YA(sA)YB(sB) , (77)
C(wA, wB) ’ CA(wA)CB(wB) . (78)
Hence, if the two weight functions wA and wB do not have
signicant overlap, the function C(wA, wB) reduces to the
product of the two correcting functions CA and CB .
In general, it can be shown that C(wA, wB) 
CA(wA)CB(wB). In fact, we have







 eρQ(sA,sB) − eρQA(sA)+ρQB(sB) . (79)






e−sAwA(θ) − 1e−sBwB(θ) − 1  0 . (80)
Hence, Q(sA, sB)  QA(sA) + QB(sB) and the dierence
between the two terms of this inequality is an indica-
tion of overlap between the two weight functions wA and
wB . Since the exponential function is monotonic, we nd
Y (sA, sB)  YA(sA)YB(sB) and thus
C(wA, wB)  CA(wA)CB(wB) . (81)
5.5. Upper and lower limits for Tσ
The normalization property shown in Sect. 5.1 can also
be used to obtain an upper limit for Tσ. We observe, in
fact, that Tσ is indistinguishable from σ2TP1 for a constant
function f(θ) = 1. This case, however, has already been
considered above in Sect. 5.1: There we have shown that
TP1+TP2 = 1. Since TP2  0, we nd the relation Tσ  σ2.
The property just obtained has a simple interpretation.
As shown by Eq. (49), Tσ is proportional to 1/ρ and thus
we would expect that this quantity is unbounded superi-
orly. In reality, even when we are dealing with a very small
density of objects, the estimator (1) \forces" us to use at
least one object. This point has already been discussed
in Paper I, where we showed that the number of eective
objects, Ne , is always larger than unity. The upper limit
found for Tσ can be interpreted using the same argument.
Note that this result also holds for weight functions with
nite support.





















weA(θ)weB(θ) d2θ . (82)
Hence, the error Tσ is larger than a convolution of the
two eective weight functions. In case of nite-eld weight
functions, the limit just obtained must be corrected with a
factor ν. The argument to derive Eq. (82) is then slightly
more complicated because of the presence of the PX prob-
abilities. However, using the relation PAPB  PAB, we
can recover Eq. (82) with the aforementioned corrective
factor.
5.6. Limit of low and high densities
In the limit ρ ! 0 we can obtain simple expressions for
the noise terms. If ρ vanishes, we have Y (sA, sB) = 1 [cf.
Eq. (36)] and thus




In this equation we have assumed wAwB > 0. Note that we
have reached here the superior limit indicated by Eq. (75).
In the same limit, ρ ! 0, PX ’ 1−piXρ and ν ’ 1/ρpiA\B,
where piA\B = piA + piB − piA[B is the area of the inter-
section of the supports of wA and wB . Hence we nd
C(wA, wB) ’ ρ
piA\BwAwB
. (84)




where wX > 0 has been assumed. We can then proceed to









d2θ = σ2 . (86)
Note that the integral has been evaluated only on the
subset of the plane where wAwB > 0; the case where
this product vanishes, in fact, need not to be considered
because the quantity wAwBC(wA, wB) vanishes as well.
Exactly the same result holds for weight functions with
innite support. Hence, when ρ ! 0 we reach the supe-
rior limit discussed in Sect. 5.5 for Tσ.
Equation (86) can be better appreciated with the
following argument. As the density ρ approaches zero,
the probability of having two objects on piA[B vanishes.
Because of the prescription regarding vanishing weights
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(cf. beginning of Sect. 3), the ensemble average in our
limit is performed with one and only one object in piA\B .
Since we have only one object, this is basically used with
unit weight in the average (8), and thus the measurement
noise is just given by Tσ = σ2.
Let us now consider the limit at low densities of the
Poisson noise, which, we recall, has been split into three
terms, TP1, TP2, and TP3 (see Sect. 2.3). Inserting Eq. (84)



















denotes the simple average of f2 on the
set piA\B. Hence, TP1 converges to the average of f2 on the
intersection of the supports of wA and wB. Again, we can
explain this result using an argument similar to the one
used for Eq. (86). Regarding TP2  T2, we observe that
this term is of rst order in ρ because C(wA, wB) is of rst
order [cf. Eqs. (84) and (42)]. We can then safely ignore
this term in our limit ρ ! 0. Finally, as shown in Paper I,
at low densities the expectation value for ~fX is a simple
average of f on the support of wX , i.e. h ~fXi ’ hfipiX .
Hence, TP3 = hfipiAhfipiB and the Poisson noise in the






− hfipiAhfipiB . (88)
In case of a constant function f(θ), this expression van-
ishes as expected. Surprisingly, in general, we cannot say
that TP  0. Rather, if wA 6= wB , and if in particular the
two weight functions have dierent supports, we might
have a negative TP. Suppose, for example, that f vanishes
on the intersection of the two supports piA\B , but is oth-
erwise positive. In this case, the rst term in the r.h.s. of
Eq. (88) vanishes, while the second term contributes with
a negative sign, and thus TP < 0. On the other hand, if
wA = wB then TP has to be non-negative.
We now consider the opposite limiting case, namely
high density. In this case, it is useful to use the moment
expansion (58). Since Tσ and TP1 have an overall factor
1/ρ in its denition [cf. Eq. (49)], we can simply take the













wA(θ)wB(θ)f2(θ) d2θ . (90)
For TP2 and TP3, instead, we need to use a rst order
expansion in 1/ρ for C(wA, wB). This can be done by using
the rst terms in series (56), and by expanding all fractions
in terms of powers of 1/ρ. Inserting the result into the









































Note that we have dropped, in these equations, terms of
order higher than 1/ρ. The dierence TP2 − TP3 is








 S11 − wA(θ2)− wB(θ1) . (93)
Using Eqs. (93) and (90), we can verify that TP vanishes
if f is constant, as expected:























S11 − S11 − S11

= 0 , (94)
where the normalization of w has been used. Also, it is
apparent that all noise sources, including Poisson noise,
are proportional to 1/ρ at high densities.
In order to further investigate the properties of Poisson
noise at high densities, we write it in a more compact form.






















(hfiwAwB − hfiwA(hfiwAwB − hfiwB .
(96)
This expression suggests that the Poisson noise is actu-
ally made of two dierent terms, represented by the rst
and the second lines of Eq. (96). The rst term is propor-
tional to the dierence between two averages of f2 and
f ; both averages are performed using wAwB as weight.
Hence, this term is controlled by the \internal scatter" of
f on points where both weight functions are signicantly
dierent from zero; it is always positive. The second term
is made of averages f using dierent weight functions. It
can be either positive or negative if wA 6= wB . Actually, as
already seen in the limiting case ρ ! 0, the overall Poisson
noise does not need to be positive, and anti-correlation can
be present in some cases.






















Fig. 3. The value of C(1, 1)/ρ for top-hat weights as a function
of the density ρ. Both weight functions wA and wB are top-hats
[see Eq. (97)] centered on zero.
6. Examples
Similarly to what has been done in Paper I, in this section
we consider three typical weight functions, namely a top-
hat, a Gaussian, and a parabolic weight. For simplicity, we
will consider 1-dimensional cases only; this will have also
some advantages when representing the results obtained
with gures. Hence, we will use x instead of θ as spatial
variable.
6.1. Top-hat




1 if jxj < 1/2 ,
0 otherwise .
(97)
Since w is either 1 or 0, we just need to consider C(1, 1) to
evaluate Tσ. Regarding the Poisson noise, from Eq. (42) we
deduce that C(1, 2), C(2, 1), and C(2, 2) are also required.
Figure 3 shows C(1, 1) and C(1, 1)/ρ as functions of
the density ρ for two identical top-hat weight functions
centered on the origin. From this plot we can recognize
some of the limiting cases studied above. In particular, the
fact that C(1, 1)/ρ goes to unity at low densities is related
to Eq. (84); similarly, the limit of C(1, 1) at high densities
is consistent with Eq. (58). The same gure shows also
the moments expansion of C(1, 1) up to forth order. As
expected, the expansion completely fails at low densities,
while is quite accurate for ρ > 5.
Curves in Fig. 3 have been calculated using the stan-
dard approach described by Eqs. (35), (36) and (54).
Actually, in the simple case of top-hat weight functions,
we can evaluate C(1, 1) using a more direct statistical ar-
gument. We start by observing that in our case we have
Tσ = σ2C(1, 1)/ρ. On the other hand, a top-hat weight
function is basically acting by taking simple averages for
all objects that fall inside its support. This suggests that







where p(N) is the probability of having N objects inside
the support. This probability is basically a Poisson prob-
ability distribution with average ρ. However, since we are
adopting the prescription of \avoiding" weight functions
without objects in their support, we must explicitely dis-
card the case N = 0 and consequently renormalize the





1− e−ρ . (99)
This expression combined with Eq. (98) allows us to eval-









We can directly verify this result using Eqs. (35), (36) and
(54). In fact, for the top-hat function we nd
Q(sA, sB) = e−sA−sB − 1 , (101)



































k! (k + 1)2
. (103)
Finally, with a change of the dummy variable k 7! n − 1
we recover Eq. (100).
The other terms needed for the Poisson noise can be
evaluated using a calculation similar to the one performed
in Eq. (103). Actually, it can be shown that for any posi-







k! (k + wA)(k + wB)
. (104)
6.2. Gaussian






is used. Although it is not possible to carry out analyt-
ical calculations and obtain C(wA, wB), numerical inte-
grations do not pose any problem. Figure 4 shows, for
dierent densities, the function wAwBC(wA, wB) for two
identical weights wA = wB centered in zero; Fig. 5 shows
the same quantity when one of the weight function is cen-
tered at unity. Note that, in this last gure, the largest
covariance is at x = 0.5, as expected.



























Fig. 4. Numerical calculations for 1-dimensional Gaussian
weight functions wA = wB centered on 0 and with unit vari-
ance. The various curves shows the function wAwBC(wA, wB)
for dierent densities ρ. Note that, as expected, C(wA, wB)


























Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for two Gaussian weight functions
centered on 0 and 1 and with unit variance.
6.3. Parabolic weight




3x2/4 if jxj < 1 ,
0 otherwise .
(106)
This function illustrates well some of the peculiarities of
nite support weight functions. Figure 6 shows the results
of numerical integrations for wAwBC(wA, wB) at dierent
densities ρ. A rst interesting point to note is the discon-
tinuity observed at x = 1, which is in agreement with
Eq. (71). Moreover, as expected from Eq. (84), the func-
tion plotted clearly approaches a constant at low densities
ρ.
7. Conclusions
In this article we have studied in detail the covariance
of a widely used smoothing technique. The main results

























Fig. 6. Numerical calculations for 1-dimensional parabolic
weight functions wA = wB centered on 0 and with unit vari-
ance. The various curves shows the function wAwBC(wA, wB)
for dierent densities ρ.
1. The covariance is composed of two main terms, Tσ
and TP, representing measurement errors and Poisson
noise, respectively.
2. Expressions to compute Tσ and TP have been provided.
In particular, it has been shown that both terms can
be obtained in term of a kernel C(wA, wB), which in
turn can be evaluated from the weight function w(θ).
3. We have obtained an expansion of the kernel
C(wA, wB) valid at high densities ρ.
4. We have shown that Tσ has an upper limit, given by
σ2, and a lower limit, provided by Eq. (82).
5. We have evaluated the form of the noise contributions
in the limiting cases of high and low densities.
6. We have considered three typical cases of weight func-
tions and we have evaluated C(wA, wB) for them.
Finally, we note that although the smoothing tech-
nique considered in this paper is by far the most widely
used in Astronomy, alternative methods are available. A
statistical characterization of these methods, using a com-
pletely dierent approach, will be presented in a future
paper (Lombardi & Schneider, in preparation).
Appendix A: Vanishing weights
In Sect. 2.2 we have obtained the solution of the covari-
ance problem under the hypothesis that the weight func-
tion w(θ) is strictly positive. In this appendix we will gen-
eralize the results obtained there to non-negative weight
functions (see also Sect. 3).
If wA is allowed to vanish, then we might have a nite
probability that yA vanishes, i.e. a nite probability that
no point θn is inside the support of wA. A nite prob-
ability in a probability distribution function appears as
a Dirac’s delta distribution. Since this point is quite im-
portant for our discussion, let us make a simple example.
Suppose that ξ is a real random variable with the following
characteristics:
– ξ has probability 1/3 to vanish.
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– ξ has probability 2/3 to be in the range (0,1); in this
range ξ has an exponential distribution.








H(ξ) exp(−ξ) , (A.1)
where H is the Heaviside function [see Eq. (30)]. In other
words, the probability distribution for ξ includes the con-
tribution from a Dirac’s delta distribution centered on
ξ = 0. If pξ is known, the probability that ξ is exactly
zero (1/3 in this example) can be obtained using
P (ξ = 0) =
Z 0+
0−




pξ(ξ0) dξ0 . (A.2)
Let us now turn to our problem. As mentioned above,
for vanishing weights we expect that yA might vanish, i.e.
its probability might include the contribution from a delta
distribution centered on yA = 0; similarly, if wB is allowed
to vanish, the probability distribution for yB might include
a delta centered in yB = 0. For a given yB, the probability














where the properties of Laplace transform have been used
in the last equality (see Appendix C). A similar equation
holds for the probability that yB vanishes, PB(yA). Note
that the Laplace transform in Eq. (A.3) is performed only
with respect to the rst variable. The joint probability

















L[py](sA, sB) = Y (1,1) . (A.4)









PB(yA) dyA = L[py](0+,1) = Y (0+,1) .
(A.6)
Using Eq. (35), we nd PA = exp(−ρpiA), PB =
exp(−ρpiB), and PAB = exp(−ρpiA\B), where piA is the
area of the support of wA, piB is the area of the support
of wB , and piA\B is the area of the intersection of the
two supports. This result is of course not surprising and
has been already derived in the paragraph before Eq. (50)
using a dierent approach.
For vanishing weights, we decided to use the follow-
ing prescription: We discard, in the ensemble average for
Cov( ~f ;θA,θB) , the congurations fθng for which the
function ~f is not dened either at θA or at θB. In order to
implement this prescription, we can explicitly modify the
probability distribution py and exclude \by hand" cases
where the denominator of Eq. (10) vanishes; for the pur-
pose, we consider separately cases where wA or wB van-
ish. We dene a new probability distribution for (yA, yB)




py(yA, yB) if wA 6= 0, wB 6= 0 ,
py(yA, yB)− PA(yB)δ(yA)

/(1− PA) if wA = 0, wB 6= 0 ,
py(yA, yB)− PB(yA)δ(yB)






/(1− PB − PB + PAB) if wA = 0, wB = 0 .
(A.7)
In constructing this probability, rst we have explicitly re-
moved the degenerate situations, then we have renormal-
ized the resulting probability. Note that the normalization
factor in the last case, namely 1−PA−PB + PAB , comes
from the so-called \inclusion-exclusion principle." Using
this new probability distribution in the denition (23) for
Y we obtain
Y (sA, sB) =
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
eρQ(sA,sB) if wA 6= 0, wB 6= 0 ,
eρQ(sA,sB) − eρQ(1,sB)
/(1− PA) if wA = 0, wB 6= 0 ,
eρQ(sA,sB) − eρQ(sA,1)
/(1− PB) if wA 6= 0, wB = 0 ,
eρQ(sA,sB) − eρQ(sA,1)
− eρQ(1,sB) + eρQ(1,1)
/(1− PA − PB + PAB) if wA = 0, wB = 0 .
(A.8)
Finally, we need to change the normalization factor in




1− PA − PB + PAB L[Y ](wA, wB) . (A.9)
This complete the discussion of vanishing weights.
Appendix B: Moments expansion
In Sect. 4 we have written the moments expansion for
C(wA, wB). Here we complete the discussion by providing
a proof for that result.
At high densities, yA and yB are basically Gaussian
random variables with average values yA and yB (we an-
ticipate here that these averages are given by the den-
sity ρ). Hence, we can expand them in the denition of
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Order Mij
(i + j) j = 0 j = 1 j = 2 j = 3 j = 4
0 1 { { { {
1 0 0 { { {
2 ρS20 ρS11 ρS02 { {
3 ρS30 ρS21 ρS12 ρS03 {
4 ρS40 + 3ρ
2S20 ρS30 + 3ρ
2S20S11 ρS22 + ρ
2S02S20 + 2ρ
2S11S11 ρS03 + 3ρ
2S02S11 ρS04 + 3ρ
2S02
Table B.1. Moments Mij up to the fourth order. The table shows, for each row, the values of Mij with (i+ j), the order, xed.
Hence, for example, the row for order 2 shows M20, M11, and M02 in sequence.
C(wA, wB):


































(yA + wA)i+1(yB + wB)j+1
,
(B.1)







dyBpy(yA, yB) (yA − yA)i(yB − yB)j .
(B.2)
The centered moments can be expressed in terms of the









B = (−1)i+jY (i,j)(0, 0) .
(B.3)
Here Y (i,j)(0, 0) is the i-th partial derivative on sA and
j-th partial derivative on sB of Y (sA, sB), evaluated at
(0, 0). These, in turn, can be expressed as derivatives of
Q. For the rst terms we have
Y (0,0)(0, 0) =Y (0, 0) = 1 , (B.4)
Y (1,0)(0, 0) =ρQ(1,0)(0, 0) , (B.5)
Y (0,1)(0, 0) =ρQ(0,1)(0, 0) , (B.6)


















Finally, the derivatives of Q can be evaluated as
Q(i,j)(0, 0) = (−1)i+jSij , (B.10)
where Sij , we recall, is given by Eq. (57). Note that S01 =
S10 = 1 because of the normalization of wA and wB, and
thus, as already anticipated, yA = yB = ρ. In summary,
we nd
M00 = 1 , (B.11)
M10 = M01 = 0 , (B.12)
M20 = M20 − (M10)2 = ρS20 , (B.13)
M11 = M11 −M10M01 = ρS11 , (B.14)
M02 = M20 − (M01)2 = ρS20 . (B.15)
We stress that, in general, it is not true that Mij = ρSij
(more complex expressions are encountered for higher or-
der terms; cf. the last term in Eq. (56)). Finally, we can
write the expansion of C(wA, wB):
C(wA, wB) ’ ρ
2
(ρ + wA)(ρ + wB)
+
ρ3S20
(ρ + wA)3(ρ + wB)
+
ρ3S11
(ρ + wA)2(ρ + wB)2
+
ρ3S02
(ρ + wA)(ρ + wB)3
.
(B.16)
This is precisely Eq. (58). Using the same technique and a
little more perseverance, we can also obtain higher order
terms. In particular, Table B.1 reports the moments Mij
dened in Eq. (B.2) up to the forth order. This table,
together with Eq. (B.1), can be used to write an accurate
moment expansion of C(wa, wB).
Appendix C: Properties of the Laplace transform
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize in this
appendix some useful properties of the Laplace transform.
Proofs of the results stated here can be found in any ad-
vanced analysis book (?, e.g.)]Arfken. Although in this pa-
per we have been dealing mainly with Laplace transforms
of two-argument functions, we write the properties below
for the case of a function of a single argument for two main
reasons: (i) The generalization to functions of several ar-
guments is in most cases trivial; (ii) Several properties can
be better understood in the simpler case considered here.
Suppose that a function f(x) of a real argument x is
given. Its Laplace transform is dened as









dx f(x)e−sx . (C.1)
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Note that we use 0− as lower integration limit in this
denition.
The Laplace transform is a linear operator ; hence, if α
and β are two real numbers and g(x) is a function of real
argument x, we have L[αf + βg] = αL[f ] + βL[g].
The Laplace transform of the derivative of f can be
expressed in terms of the Laplace transform of f . In par-
ticular, we have
Lf 0(s) = sL[f ](s)− f(0−) . (C.2)
This equation can be generalized to higher order deriva-
tives. Calling f (n) the n-th derivative of f , we have
Lf (n)(s) = snL[f ](s)− n−1X
i=0
sn−i−1f (n)(0−) . (C.3)
Surprisingly, this equation holds if, for n negative, we con-
sider f (n) to be the −n-th integral of f ; note that in this










L[f ](s) . (C.4)
Often, properties of the Laplace transform comes in
pairs: For every property there is a similar one where the
role of f and L[f ] are swapped. Here is the \dual" of
property (C.2):




Lxnf(x)(s) = (−1)n dnL[f ](s)
dsn
. (C.6)
A similar equation holds for \negative" derivatives, i.e.
integrals of the Laplace transform. In this case, however,
it is convenient to change the integration limits to (s,1).
In summary, we can write
Lf(x)/x(s) = Z 1
s
L[f ](s0) ds0 . (C.7)
Given a positive number a, the Laplace transform of
the function f shifted by a is given by
Lf(x− a)H(x)(s) = L[f ](s)e−sa , (C.8)
where H is the Heaviside function dened in Eq. (30). A
dual of this property can also be written:
Lf(x)ebx(s) = L[f ](s− b) . (C.9)
Finally, we consider two useful relationships between




s!1 sL[f ](s) , (C.10)
lim
x!1 f(x) = lims!0+
sL[f ](s) . (C.11)
